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Abstract Many Indian metropolitan areas currently suffer from severe air pollution such as PM2.5,
which might continue into future decades, dependent on the trends in emission growth and regional
climate. Based on a multiyear Nested Regional Climate Model coupled with Chemistry simulation, we
developed a daily index (Hazy Weather Index for India, HWII) to characterize the meteorology‐pollution
relationship over three heavily polluted cities (Delhi, Kolkata, and Mumbai) and Indo‐Gangetic Plain.
HWII consists of near‐surface (10 m) zonal wind (U10) and temperature at 200 hPa (T200) over the
northwestern Indian Ocean, and local planetary boundary layer height. The simulated PM2.5 levels during
the Historical Period (1997–2004) exhibit robust negative correlation with the HWII. The negative
correlation captures day‐to‐day covariability of surface PM2.5 and meteorology, highlighting the role of
monsoon‐related large‐scale circulation in redistributing locally emitted pollutants. More importantly, two
future (2046–2054) simulations with regional warming under the Representative Concentration Pathway
6.0 and 8.5 were analyzed. The future changes in HWII and the three predictive meteorological variables
work in favor of a stronger pollution horizontal dispersion and vertical ventilation and thus could lead to a
reduction of PM2.5 level by 7%. The meteorology‐driven reduction in PM2.5, however, is overwhelmed by the
projected growth in anthropogenic emission (especially under Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5
emission by 31%). Our results are contrary to previous studies over other regions (e.g., China) where future
climate change might contribute to PM2.5 increase.

1. Introduction

Air pollution is currently one of the major health risks along with high blood pressure, tobacco smoking,
unsanitary water, and undernutrition (Lelieveld et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2012). Air pollutants include ozone
(with its precursors of nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and volatile organic compounds) and particulate
matter (PM). Fine particles, i.e., PM with aerodynamic diameter of less than 2.5 μm (PM2.5), have raised
great concerns, because they can infiltrate the respiratory system and damage human body (Tecer et al.,
2008). Growing population exposure to exacerbated PM2.5 levels has become a serious public health concern
for many developing countries (Cohen et al., 2005; Cohen et al., 2017). In China, PM2.5 is estimated to have
contributed to 1.6 million premature deaths annually, which accounts for 17% of the total deaths (Rohde &
Muller, 2015). Similarly in India, PM2.5‐related diseases caused an estimated 1.1 million premature deaths in
2012 (David et al., 2019) and 2015 (Cohen et al., 2017; Conibear et al., 2018; Lelieveld & Pöschl, 2017) along
with 1.24 million premature deaths in 2017 (Balakrishnan et al., 2019).

Air pollution in megacities is a longstanding and ongoing problem mainly due to concentrated anthro-
pogenic emissions from transportation and industrial activities and a lack of effective mitigation mea-
sures (Molina & Molina, 2004). For India, the future of urban air pollution problem is especially
concerning, because of rapidly expanding urban areas and fast population growth (James, 2011). For
example, Delhi is projected to have a 39% increase in premature deaths in future due to excessive
PM2.5 exposures (Chowdhury & Dey, 2016).

It has long been appreciated that anthropogenic emission sources constitute a critical component for degra-
dation of urban air quality (Querol et al., 2001). Meteorological conditions, however, could also play crucial
roles in governing the transport, dispersion, and removal of air pollutants (Arya, 1999). For example, ozone
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variability over Europe has been linked to North Atlantic Oscillation (Creilson et al., 2003; Doherty et al.,
2013) and Arctic Oscillation (Lamarque & Hess, 2004). Ozone variability over the Northern Hemisphere
midlatitudes has also been associated with the El Niño‐Southern Oscillation variability (Koumoutsaris
et al., 2008; Ziemke et al., 2010), especially in the middle and upper troposphere (Langford et al., 1998).

The role of meteorological variability and change in driving PM pollution is less studied than it is for
ozone (Dawson et al., 2014). There is empirical evidence relating synoptic weather with local PM con-
centration (e.g. Appelhans et al., 2013; Eder et al., 1993; Mahmud et al., 2010), but the physical pro-
cesses involved are often complex and region‐dependent. Previous studies have identified several key
meteorological variables that could closely influence air pollution concentration, such as temperature,
humidity, wind fields, boundary layer height, clouds, solar radiation, and precipitation (Davies et al.,
2007; Dickerson et al., 1997; Jacob & Winner, 2009; Tao et al., 2014; Xu & Lamarque, 2018). These
meteorological variables can influence atmospheric physical and chemical processes that determine
the formation, transport, dispersion and removal of air pollution. Therefore, quantifying these meteoro-
logical variables and their roles in driving air pollution distribution, which might change under future
global warming, can provide critical information to more effectively develop the long‐term adaptation
and regulatory measures.

A number of studies focusing over the United States have highlighted the roles of synoptic‐scale processes
(e.g., Fischer et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2012; Parrish et al., 2010) and midlatitude weather systems (e.g., Hu
et al., 2013; Tai et al., 2012) in affecting the surface pollution level. Similarly, the interactions between PM
and meteorological conditions have been the subject of many recent studies in China (e.g., Chen et al.,
2019; Li et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). Notably, to better characterize the wintertime haze
environment, Cai et al. (2017) developed a Hazy Weather Index to link high PM2.5 levels in Beijing with
meteorological fields and demonstrated that Hazy Weather Index could serve as a reliable indicator for local
PM2.5 variability. Cai et al. (2017) went further to show that future global warming would induce meteorolo-
gical conditions leading to higher PM2.5 level over Beijing. The worsening effect of future global warming is
consistent with a few studies at a global scale (Allen et al., 2016; Horton et al., 2014; Xu & Lamarque, 2018).
The general validity of such an undesirable future projection in pollution‐related meteorological conditions,
however, remains to be tested for other regions, such as South Asia, where local emission andmeteorological
conditions can change differently compared to the rest of the world (Jayasankar et al., 2015; Lal &Harasawa,
2001; Meehl et al., 2005; Sharmila et al., 2015).

The relative contribution of climate change and local emission sources is also worth investigating quantita-
tively. For example, the increase in PM2.5 emission over India has been suggested by several recent studies to
have a dominant effect over climate change in causing future degradation in air quality (Pommier et al., 2018;
Venkataraman et al., 2018). But, to what direction and extent the pollution‐related meteorological condition
will change in future is still largely unquantified. Indian summer monsoon is well known to have a strong
control over the distribution of surface pollutants over India (e.g., De Laat & Lelieveld, 2002; Lelieveld
et al., 2018). However, a quantitative analysis, especially using multiple variables and a combined index, is
less common in previous studies. The global‐regional modeling system in Kumar et al. (2018) projects that
in 2050, PM2.5 level in South Asia will increase by 32% under Representative Concentration Pathway
(RCP) 8.5, with an 8% increase in number of days exceeding theWorld Health Organization limits. A separa-
tion of meteorological influence, however, is not presented in Kumar et al. (2018), which is the focus of our
analysis here.

Moreover, we aim to synthesize and modify the meteorological indices as suggested in previous studies
(Cai et al., 2017; Horton et al., 2014) to develop a local index (hereafter referred to as HWII) that correlates
better with South Asia regional pollution level. The identified key variables in the development and eva-
luation of HWII will also enable us to build a statistical model to predict the pollution levels based on
meteorology alone and to use it to project future PM2.5 levels with global climate models even if they do
not simulate or archive chemical output explicitly. To demonstrate the effectiveness of HWII in predicting
pollution levels, we select three representative megacities (Delhi, Kolkata, and Mumbai) and Indo‐
Gangetic plain (IGP) in India (Figure 1) due to high PM2.5 levels and large population. Note that
Mumbai and Delhi are two largest cities and Kolkata ranks at seventh in size and the IGP region is the
home to more than 400 million people.
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After describing the model simulations and performance, we present the temporal correlations between
PM2.5 and variousmeteorological variables as well as HWII. We then present the results of future projections
of PM2.5 level using a multivariate linear regression model, followed by a discussion on chemical composi-
tions and physical mechanisms.

2. Methods
2.1. Model Setup

This study utilizes multiyear air quality simulation as described in Kumar et al. (2018), using a framework
calledNested Regional ClimateModel coupledwith Chemistry (NRCM‐Chem). The regional simulation over
South Asia is based onWeather Research and Forecasting model coupled with Chemistry, Version 3.6.1. The
Weather Research and Forecasting model coupled with Chemistry uses outputs from Version 1 of the
Community Earth System Model (CESM1) (Hurrell et al., 2013) as the meteorological initial and boundary
conditions. The 1981 to 2005 CESM1 outputs are bias‐corrected based on European Center for Medium‐

Range Weather Forecasts Interim Reanalysis (ERA‐Interim, Dee et al., 2011) following the procedures
described in Bruyère et al. (2014). Also, chemical initial and boundary conditions are from the global simula-
tions of Community Atmosphere Model with Chemistry (Lamarque et al., 2012), which are available for all
RCP scenarios from 1850 to 2100. The chemical boundary conditions are not bias‐corrected, however, which
is due to the lack of reliable data set as benchmark. For example, when compared against in situ observations
in Delhi collected during earlier 2000s, the simulated PM2.5 has a better agreement in terms of overall mag-
nitude and seasonal cycles, thanModern‐EraRetrospective analysis for Research andApplications, Version 2
reanalysis product (MERRA2; Gelaro et al., 2017).

Next, we provide some details on the chemical schemes in NRCM‐Chem configuration. The Model for
Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry (MOSAIC; Zaveri et al., 2008) in four discrete size bins
was selected to represent aerosol processes. MOSAIC treats black carbon (BC) aerosols as internally mixed
with other aerosol species such as sulfate, ammonium, organic carbon (OC), nitrate, sodium, chloride (Cl),

Figure 1. The domain of the simulation showing PM2.5 surface concentration during Historical Period with three representative cities and IGP regionmarked. The
two black boxes indicate the selected area for meteorological indicators of T200 and U10. Four side panels show local emission fluxes over three cities and IGP
during the Historical Period and Decade 2050 under two RCP scenarios (RCP6.0 and RCP8.5).
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methanesulfonate, calcium, carbonate, liquid water, and other inorganics (including dust) within each size
bin. Thermodynamic processes such as particle deliquescence, aerosol water content, dynamic gas‐particle
partitioning, and solid‐liquid phase equilibrium in MOSAIC are simulated using an accurate and computa-
tionally efficient module known as the Multicomponent Taylor Expansion Method (Zaveri et al., 2005).
Aerosol particles are allowed to interact with the clouds, and the approach of Abdul‐Razzak and Ghan
(2002) is followed for activation of aerosol particles. Both dry and wet (in‐cloud and impaction scavenging)
depositions remove aerosol particles from the atmosphere following Binkowski and Shankar (1995) and
Easter et al. (2004), respectively. The PM2.5 concentration is calculated in NRCM‐Chem codes using the
equation below:

PM½ �2:5 ¼ SO4
2−

� �
2:5 þ NO3

−½ �2:5 þ Cl−½ �2:5 þ NH4
þ½ �2:5 þ Naþ½ �2:5

þ BC½ �2:5 þ OC½ �2:5 þ OIN½ �2:5 þ SOA½ �2:5

For gas‐phase tropospheric ozone chemistry, we have used the Model for Ozone and Related Tracers
(MOZART) chemical mechanism (Emmons et al., 2010; Knote et al., 2014). MOZART chemical mechanism
contains 143 gas‐phase species, which participate in 347 reactions including 49 photolysis reactions. The
photolysis frequencies of trace gases are calculated using the Fast Troposphere Ultraviolet Visible scheme
(Tie et al., 2005) that also allows aerosols to affect the photolysis rates (Kumar et al., 2014). Dry and wet
deposition of trace gases follows Wesely (1989) and Neu and Prather (2012), respectively.

2.2. Model Simulation

In this study, the NRCM‐Chem simulation domain covers 1.53°–44.74°N and 52.58°–107.42°E with 51 verti-
cal layers from surface up to 10 hPa. The simulation included two domains with different resolutions (60‐km
grid spacing for the entire domain and 12‐km grid spacing for a smaller inner domain covering IGP region
during the dry season). For detailed simulation setups and the evaluation of meteorology, ozone, and related
gases, readers are referred to sections 2 and 3 of Kumar et al. (2018). The dry season is defined as October–
May, and the wet (monsoon) season is defined as June–September. In this study, we mainly used the outer
domain, because the high‐resolution inner domain outputs did not include June to September monsoon sea-
son. However, we conducted sensitivity test for the IGP by combining the dry season high‐resolution data
with the wet season lower‐resolution data. The original hourly model outputs are available, but only daily
average PM2.5 mass concentrations are analyzed in this study.

Two temporal periods are covered in the simulation: 1997–2004 (hereafter denoted as “Historical Period”)
and 2046–2054 (hereafter denoted as “Decade 2050”). For Historical Period, emissions are based on the year
2000 level in the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (Lamarque et al.,
2011). For Decade 2050, we choose two emission scenarios of RCP6.0, and RCP8.5. RCP emission scenarios
are constructed based on projection of socioeconomic development and have been extensively used in the
fifth round of coupled climate model intercomparison. Moreover, hourly climatological (2000–2014) open
biomass burning emissions are from the Fire INventory fromNCAR (FINN; Wiedinmyer et al., 2011), which
is based on satellite‐detected fire counts at 1 km resolution.

Neither Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project nor RCP emissions include
emission of PM2.5, which is required for the NRCM‐Chem setup. Therefore, PM2.5 emission is estimated
from the close relationship between CO and PM2.5 emissions in EDGAR‐HTAP v2 inventory (Janssens‐
Maenhout et al., 2012) with a high correlation varying from 0.7 to 0.9 over South Asia. The approach of scal-
ing total PM2.5 emission with CO might lead to some biases in the projected PM2.5 emission under RCP6.0,
due to the projected reduction in CO emission, rather than the projected increase in other major species
(Table 1 of Kumar et al., 2018). Note, however, that the species of SO2, NOx, BC, OC, and NH3 are indeed
assumed to increase in our future simulation under RCP6.0 and the scaling based on future CO (decreasing
by 28% over South Asia) only affects “other inorganics.” Also, the local PM2.5 emission is projected to
increase in the three representative cities and IGP regions (see Figure 1).

The simulated PM2.5 surface concentrations for theHistorical Periodwere previously evaluated against seven
observational sites in South Asia, and five out of seven sites have a monthly mean bias of less than 10%
(Kumar et al., 2018). In general, the more populous sites have more accurate simulated PM2.5 levels than
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less populous sites, presumably because of a better estimate of PM2.5 emissions in cities. The better PM2.5

emission estimate is also potentially aided by a stronger correlation of CO and PM2.5 due to similarity of
emission sources. For example, in Delhi, the monthly mean bias is 6% with a correlation of ~0.9, and in
Hyderabad (the fourth largest city by population), the monthly mean bias is 2% with a correlation of 0.9.
In contrast, Patiala in the state of Punjab, a relatively less populous city (compared to the other three cities
in this study, but still with around half million population), has a monthly mean bias of 40%, potentially
resulting from the uncertainties of local fire emission. Punjab is at the center of many agricultural
burnings during fall and spring seasons (Sharma et al., 2010), but the FINN in our simulation is satellite‐
based and has a limitation in detecting small‐scale agriculture‐related burnings (Hawbaker et al., 2008).

Simulated aerosol optical depth was also previously compared to the observations retrieved from Aerosol
Robotic Network, and similarly, the model outputs successfully capture the high aerosol optical depth over
large cities. For example, in Karachi, the monthlymean bias is less than 1%with a correlation as high as 0.96.
Since this study mainly focuses on urban PM2.5 levels, such a low level of bias is considered acceptable.

3. Results
3.1. Simulated PM2.5 and Future Changes

Figure 2 shows probability density function of daily PM2.5 levels in the Historical Period and mid‐21st cen-
tury under two different RCP scenarios. Mean PM2.5 concentrations (indicated by the vertical dash lines)
increase in a warmer climate (“Historical Period < RCP6.0 < RCP8.5”) in all cities and IGP. The changes
vary in probability distribution of daily PM2.5 level for different regions. In Delhi, the Historical Period peak
is lower than Decade 2050 peaks for both scenarios. Such a difference indicates not only an increased aver-
age PM2.5 levels but also more frequent heavy pollution days. In Kolkata, the Historical Period model peak is

Figure 2. Probability density function (PDF) of PM2.5 daily levels for each region ((a) Delhi, (b), Kolkata, (c) Mumbai (d) IGP). Blue curves are Historical Period
levels, red curves are Decade 2050 under RCP6.0, and black curves are Decade 2050 under RCP8.5. Dashed lines are temporal average for each case.
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comparable with the RCP8.5 peak but is slightly higher than the RCP6.0 peak. However, when considering
extreme polluted cases (e.g., PM2.5 > 250 μg/m3), both Decade 2050 cases have higher frequency than the
Historical Period. In Mumbai, despite that the mean value of PM2.5 increases only slightly under RCP6.0
and RCP8.5 (by 9%), the frequency of exceeding 200 μg/m3 daily average increases by ~70% under RCP6.0
and ~260% under RCP8.5. When considering the IGP region as a whole, Historical Period PM2.5 has compar-
able mean value and probability distribution with RCP6.0 future. However, under RCP8.5 scenario, both
mean value and distribution shift rightward significantly (with a 47% increase).

In the RCP8.5 case, PM2.5 levels over all three cities and IGP consistently show an increasing trend as in the
entire South Asia region as discussed in Kumar et al. (2018). For RCP6.0, Kumar et al. (2018) showed an over-
all similar PM2.5 levels when averaged across the entire South Asia compared to Historical Period. But for the
threemegacities and IGP region examined here, PM2.5 levels under RCP6.0 are still projected to increase from
the current level by 2–11% on average (Figure 1 bar charts).

Based on the simulations here, Delhi is identified as the most polluted city (with mean PM2.5 value at ~140
μg/m3) followed by Kolkata and Mumbai, although Delhi has the lowest local emission fluxes among the
three cities (~1 Ton/km2/year, 35% lower than other two cities and only higher than the IGP average;
Figure 1). This simple contrast at city level serves to illustrate that PM2.5 surface concentration is not only
dependent on local/regional emission but also strongly affected by transport due to meteorological condi-
tions and orography around the cities. Note that Delhi is sandwiched between the towering Himalayas to
the north and Deccan Plateau to the south which limits meridional dispersion of emissions. While the con-
tribution of emission is critically important and is the focus of regulatory measures, locally and nationally,
the role of meteorology in meeting air quality target in the short‐term (a few years) and long‐term (a few dec-
ades) is often underappreciated. As a result, there is a tendency to assume that PM2.5 levels will respond to
emission reduction while overlooking the potential exacerbating effects of climate change (Cai et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2019; Horton et al., 2014; Zou et al., 2017). Motivated by these earlier studies, in the following
sections, we aim to understand the relative contribution of meteorology and emission to high PM2.5 level,
as well as their respective changes in Decade 2050.

3.2. Effectiveness and Robustness of HWII in Capturing PM2.5 Variability

Inspired by the index developed for Beijing (Cai et al., 2017), we tested similar meteorological variables for
India but found rather weak correlations. For example, the correlation between PM2.5 and meridional wind
at 850 hPa (V850) is as low as −0.17, and the correlation between PM2.5 and local precipitation is −0.13. A
low correlation with precipitation can be attributed to the prolonged precipitation during monsoon seasons
when the PM2.5 is depleted as soon as the first rainy day occurs. Deep convection during themonsoon season
also lifts aerosols to upper troposphere and lower stratosphere and reduces aerosol concentrations near the
surface (Kumar et al., 2015). Therefore, we modified HWII based on local meteorological features without
including local precipitation as a factor. Instead, three selected meteorological variables are regional zonal
wind at 10 m above the surface (U10), temperature at 200 hPa (T200), and local planetary boundary layer
height (PBLH). The averaging area for U10 is 12°−22°N and 60°–70°E and for T200 is 10°–25°N and 60°–
80°E (smaller and larger boxes in Figure 1). U10 and T200 are robust indicators of seasonal changes in synop-
tic meteorology of South Asia. Local PBLH outputs from the bulk Richardson number based on Yonsei
University PBL scheme (Hong et al., 2006) are considered instead of regional average, for each individual
city. Similar to Cai et al. (2017), to form a simple unitless index (HWII), all three variables are first normal-
ized and then summed as in the equation below:

HWII ¼ U10normalized þ T200normalized þ PBLHnormalized:

We next demonstrate the effectiveness of HWII by showing the correlation between PM2.5 levels and HWII.
Figure 3 uses Mumbai to provide an example for the Historical Period and future (under RCP8.5) temporal
variability of PM2.5, individual meteorological variables, and HWII. All three weather variables are nega-
tively correlated with the PM2.5 levels. The correlation coefficients range from −0.5 (Historical Period
PBLH, shown in y‐axis labels) to−0.64 (RCP8.5 U10). The robust negative correlations imply a strengthened
pollution dispersion mechanism should meteorological fields increase in strength with time.
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Table 1 summarized the correlation between HWII (along with three individual variables) and local PM2.5

levels with 95% confidence intervals. All three variables are negatively correlated with PM2.5 levels with cor-
relation coefficients ranging from −0.45 (Delhi, Historical Period, T200) to −0.69 (Kolkata, RCP8.5, PBLH).
HWII, as a composite index, usually has a better performance (r at −0.66) in capturing day‐to‐day PM2.5

variability than individual variables (except for Delhi under RCP6.0 and RCP8.5). One noteworthy point
is higher (more negative) correlation with individual meteorological does not necessarily lead to a higher
correlation with HWII. For example, averaged over IGP (Historical Period), the PM2.5 correlations with three
individual variables are −0.62, −0.53, and −0.54, while in Mumbai (Historical Period), the correlations are
lower at −0.52, −0.52, and −0.5. For IGP, the correlation of HWII (−0.63) is comparable with Mumbai
(−0.64). Therefore, HWII, specifically modified for this region, serves as a useful tool to explain the variabil-
ity and predict changes in PM2.5 concentration.

Figure 3. Dailymean PM2.5 concentrations (μg/m
3), three normalizedmeteorological variables, andHWII inMumbai for (a) Historical Period and (b) Decade 2050

under RCP8.5. Values in the parenthesis of y‐axis label are temporal correlations between each variable and PM2.5 levels.

Table 1
Temporal Correlations With 95% Confidence Interval Between HWII and PM2.5 in Three Cities and IGP for Historical Period and Decade 2050 Under the Two
Warming Scenarios

Correlations between HWII (U10, T200, PBLH) and PM2.5

Historical Period RCP6.0 RCP8.5

Delhi −0.59 [−0.61, −0.56] (−0.53, −0.45, −0.58) −0.61 [−0.63, −0.58] (−0.53, −0.45, −0.63) −0.62 [−0.64, −0.60] (−0.54, −0.48, −0.64)
Kolkata −0.71 [−0.73, −0.69] (−0.59, −0.51, −0.65) −0.7 [−0.71, −0.68] (−0.58, −0.49, −0.69) −0.72 [−0.73, −0.70] (−0.59, −0.51, −0.69)
Mumbai −0.64 [−0.66, −0.62] (−0.52, −0.52, −0.5) −0.64 [−0.66, −0.62] (−0.51, −0.52, −0.52) −0.71 [−0.73, −0.70] (−0.64, −0.62, −0.53)
IGP −0.63 [−0.65, −0.61] (−0.62, −0.53, −0.54) −0.61 [−0.63, −0.59] (−0.56, −0.49, −0.6) −0.71 [−0.73, −0.69] (−0.64, −0.55, −0.7)
IGP high‐res −0.64 [−0.66, −0.62] (−0.62, −0.53, −0.57) −0.67 [−0.69, −0.65] (−0.64, −0.53, −0.63) −0.68 [−0.69, −0.66] (−0.60, −0.52, −0.68)

Note. The values in the brackets indicate the lower and upper bound of confidence interval. The bottom row shows the results when the high‐resolution model
output over IGP during the dry season is used. Values in the parenthesis are correlations between PM2.5 and individual U10, T200, and PBLH.
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In addition to outer domain results, we also included the high‐resolution
inner domain (IGP) for analyses and incorporated the high‐resolution IGP
data (over the October to May dry season only). For the monsoon season,
the analyses were done using the outer domain data only. For the dry sea-
son, we now use the high‐resolution model output within the inner
domain (IGP region). The correlation between established HWII and
IGP PM2.5 concentration remains high (Table 1).

The strong correlation as found in the model simulation is further verified
by correlations between HWII established from monthly MERRA2 and
monthly PM2.5 observations from U.S. Consulate General in Mumbai
(https://in.usembassy.gov/embassy‐consulates/mumbai/air‐quality‐data/;
Table 2). Since the three predictive variables are not direct measurement in
MERRA2 reanalysis product, it is ideal to validate MERRA2 using in situ
observation. However, the observation is not easy to obtain because
(1) U10/T200 has the definition area over the ocean and (2) PBLH is not
a directly measured variable in routine meteorological monitoring,

especially back in the 1990s in India. Nevertheless, we have compared these three variables in MERRA2
and ERA‐interim (not shown) and found a close agreement between the two except MERRA2 tends to
overestimate PBLH by 27%. In Mumbai, the correlation between observed PM2.5‐ and MERRA2‐derived
HWII reaches as high as −0.85 (Table 2), which is comparable with the monthly correlation using model
output only. The reason of showing the comparison between model and observation only in the monthly
average is that US consulate observations have missing values for multiple days in a month, preventing us
in conducting the correlation calculation using daily values.

Although the HWII is a useful predictor to depict the meteorology‐pollution relationship in three cities
above, it does not apply to all mega‐cities in India. For example, Chennai, the sixth largest city by population
(marked as the star in Figure 4), has a PM2.5 level comparable to Mumbai, but its correlations with HWII are
rather poor (r ~−0.38 on average, Table 2). This can partially be explained by the wind streamline in Figure 4,
which has no branch passing through Chennai in any months. Such a discrepancy indicates a different
meteorological regime in Chennai, and likely southern part of Indian subcontinent, which also shows a poor
correlation with HWII (r ~−0.18 on average, Table 2).

PM2.5 levels are closely tied to these three meteorological variables for several reasons. The strong correla-
tion with U10 is due to the major dispersion mechanism because local PM2.5 concentration can be heavily
regulated by the monsoon intensity. Figure 4 shows the surface wind pattern (U10) and resulting wind
streams originating from the selected box, for both monsoon and dry season. During the monsoon season,
the wind tends to broadly impact the northern part of India, while in dry season, wind streams tend to turn
north before impacting India. The change between these twometeorological regimes strongly corresponds to
the high and low PM2.5 phases for the three cities and IGP. One may wonder why only the zonal wind com-
ponent is considered in HWII. This is also illustrated by the wind streamlines in Figure 4, which shows that
during the monsoon season, the wind vectors are more strongly impacted by the zonal wind flows compared

to the dry season (i.e., U10
��!��� ���> V10

��!��� ���). Therefore, the wind streams can reach all three cities considered and

the IGP region. Even though Figure 4 suggests a weaker wind flow to disperse PM in the dry season
(October–May) compared to the wet season (June–September), surface PM2.5 exhibits strong spatial and
temporal variability during October–May. For example, stronger winds and deeper PBL during summer
(March–May) can disperse aerosol much faster both horizontally and vertically compared to the winter
(December–February). In addition, we found a rather poor correlation between V10 (meridional wind)
and PM2.5 (~−0.24, three‐city mean). This is because the wind streamlines dominated by V component (dur-
ing the dry season) tend to turn north from the northwestern Indian Ocean, hardly reaching any of these
cities or IGP. Such a meridional wind pattern has been extensively shown in numerous studies (e.g.,
Krishnan et al., 2000; Goswami & Mohan, 2001; Gadgil, 2003; Han et al., 2014). Even though Figure 4 sug-
gests a weaker wind flow to disperse PM in the dry season, we also note that within the dry season, the sum-
mer months (March–May, as in India Meteorological Department classification) can have a relatively
stronger wind than other months.

Table 2
Temporal Correlations With 95% Confidence Interval Between HWII and
PM2.5 in Chennai, South India, and Mumbai Monthly Results for
Historical Period

Correlations between HWII
(U10, T200, PBLH) and PM2.5

Chennai (daily) −0.38 [−0.41, −0.34] (−0.20, −0.18, −0.61)
South India (daily) −0.18 [−0.21, −0.14] (−0.09, −0.14, −0.23)
Mumbai (monthly based
on model output)

−0.86 [−0.88, −0.84] (−0.81, −0.80, −0.65)

Mumbai (monthly based
on observations)

−0.85 [−0.87, −0.83] (−0.81, −0.79, −0.59)

Note. The values in the brackets indicate the lower and upper bound of
confidence interval. The bottom row shows Mumbai results based on
monthly values of MERRA2 meteorology and PM2.5 observations from
U.S. Consulate General in Mumbai. Values in the parenthesis are correla-
tions between PM2.5 and individual U10, T200, and PBLH.
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Figure 4 justifies the selection of U10 box over Arabian Sea as in Figure 1, which has a significant impact
over the most polluted cities in northern India. We have tested other alternative regions such as to the west
and south of India subcontinent, but the current domain yields the highest PM2.5‐HWII correlation. Note
that the U10 trajectory originating from Arabian Sea does not reach Chennai (star in Figure 4) as it is
modulated by the presence of Western Ghats. Indeed, Chennai has a relatively weak correlation with
the U10 and HWII as shown in Table 2. The wind has to flow through the Palghat Gap to impact the
weather in southern India (box in Figure 4). If we construct the HWII based on the meteorology further
south, it will degrade the performance of HWII in predicting PM2.5 over the most polluted cities over north-
ern India. For example, a southern box (75°–85°E, 12°–22°N) could degrade the U10 correlations with
PM2.5 in Delhi and Mumbai from −0.53 to −0.35 and −0.52 to −0.44, respectively. We also note that the
HWII developed over a larger box (5°–25°N and 55°–75°E) over the northwestern Indian Ocean has a com-
parable correlation with the ones used in our analysis, suggesting our results are not sensitive to the extract
domain defined here.

The connection between PM2.5 and T200 is also strong, but the physical mechanism is less straightforward.
Cai et al. (2017) used the ΔT calculated from the temperature difference between 850 hPa and 250 hPa. But
over India, we found weak correlations (less than 0.3) between PM2.5 and ΔT. Instead, the upper tropo-
spheric temperature alone has a stronger correlation with PM2.5. Studies have suggested that upper‐level

Figure 4. Wind vectors (red arrows) and wind streamline (blue lines) calculated from wind vectors, ψ ¼ ∫−bk⋅ u
*
×d l

*� �
, where ψ is the stream function, bk is the

unit vector in vertical direction, u
*

u; vð Þ is the wind vector, and l
*

x; yð Þ is the unit vector in x and y directions. (a) and (b) panels are for monsoon and dry
seasons. The origin of U10 is defined in the box over northwestern Indian Ocean (same as in Figure 1). Diamond symbols denote the three cities examined in this
study. Star symbol denotes the location of Chennai. The small rectangular area denotes South India. (c) and (d) are similar to (a) and (b) but with the definition box
of Thar Desert.
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temperature vertical profile can regulate the pattern and strength of monsoon circulations (Boos & Kuang,
2010; Li & Yanai, 1996). Therefore, T200's influence is not independent from U10 described above.

Instead of affecting the wind pattern in a confined region (like U10), T200 tends to have a broader impact on
the overall monsoon circulation for the entire South Asia. Previous studies have shown that one of the robust
signatures of the SouthAsianmonsoon onset andwithdrawal corresponds to a positive and negativemeridio-
nal tropospheric temperature (averaged between 200 hPa and 600 hPa) gradient (Goswami & Xavier, 2005;
Xavier et al., 2007). The tropospheric temperature gradient has also been used in other studies focused on
understanding the response of South Asianmonsoon to aerosols. Upper‐level temperature profile is also sug-
gested to regulate the pattern and strength of monsoon circulations (Boos & Kuang, 2010; Li & Yanai, 1996).
Previous studies (e.g., Ganguly et al. (2012) and Parthasarathy et al. (1990)) used the average temperature of
multiple tropospheric layers (200–600 hPa) instead of a single layer. Our tests showed that either average of
multiple layers or temperature at a single layer other than 200 hPa also works, but the highest correlation is
obtained using T200. For example, the T300 and T600 have the correlation coefficient of −0.4 and −0.33 for
Historical Period in Delhi (where T200/PM2.5 correlation is −0.45).

The PBLH as a predictor of urban air quality has been extensively studied, and numerous studies have indi-
cated that PBLH governs the convective lifting efficiency from surface into free troposphere, resulting in a
vertical ventilation of PM2.5 (e.g., Aumont et al., 2003; Banta et al., 1998; Miao et al., 2017; Petäjä et al.,
2016; Tang et al., 2016). Additionally, for the three representative cities in this paper, such a strong anticor-
relation has also been documented in satellite‐derived products (Sreekanth et al., 2017).

3.3. Predicting Future Changes in PM2.5 due to Meteorology Only

In this section, we aim to quantitatively answer the following question: How does the future regional climate
change affect PM2.5 level?

The robust negative correlations between PM2.5 and threemeteorological variables imply a lower PM level in
future when these meteorological variables increase as projected under RCP8.5 (Figure 5). Indeed, both U10
and T200 tend to increase in Decade 2050 (Table 3). U10 is projected to increase by 0.3 m/s and 0.5 m/s under
RCP6.0 and RCP8.5, respectively. Similarly, T200 is projected to increase by 1.6°C and 2.5°C in the future.
The PBLH in Delhi and Mumbai is expected to decrease slightly under RCP8.5, while PBLH in Kolkata
and IGP is expected to increase (Table 3).

Here, we construct a multivariate linear regression model to predict the PM2.5 changes solely due to meteor-
ological changes. We perform the linear regression over each city/region and for each meteorological vari-
able. The statistical model is constructed as follows:

PMpredicted
2:5 ¼ a1 U10þ a2 T200þ a3 PBLH þ Bð Þ=3;

Where the slopes a1, a2, and a3 were derived from linear regressions applied to the Historical Period model
output, that is:

a1 ¼ PM2:5−b1−error1ð Þ=U10;

a2 ¼ PM2:5−b2−error2ð Þ=T200;
a3 ¼ PM2:5−b3−error3ð Þ=PBLH;

Where bi are y‐intercepts for each individual predictor and B is the summation of bi (i = 1,2,3). The errori
terms represent the differences between predicted y values using the linear regression and the actual y
values. The coefficients in the linear regression model are listed in Table 4.

The use of a regression‐based model with three variables as separate predictors, in addition to HWII alone, is
necessary here, even though both approaches can perform fairly well in predicting PM2.5 based on Historical
Period meteorology (Figure 5, left panel c for Mumbai). Note that HWII is a normalized quantity and it is
hard to quantify its change from historical period to future (Figure 6), because when conducting the normal-
ization, the temporal average during the respective periods is already removed. In Figure 6, the T200 is
shown with obvious increases under RCP8.5. U10 has slightly higher values in first half of the climatological
year, and the increases are more apparent in second half of the climatological year.
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Figure 5. Historical Period monthly averaged PM2.5 levels from direct model outputs (blue), statistical predictions using meteorological variables (red), and sta-
tistical predictions using HWII (black) over (a) Delhi, (b) Kolkata, (c) Mumbai, and (d) IGP. (e–h) Predicted Decade 2050 PM2.5 levels under two warming sce-
narios (red for RCP6.0 and black for RCP8.5) for four regions. Solid horizontal lines are for multiyear average of each prediction, and dashed horizontal lines are
from direct model outputs. Blue solid line is for the multiyear average of Historical Period.
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In Figure 5 (left), the statistical prediction of PM2.5 levels (red) closely matches the direct model output (blue)
for all three cities. The root‐mean‐square error (RMSE) of prediction is only ~13% (with the correlation coef-
ficient as high as ~0.9) compared to the direct model outputs. The disagreement mainly comes from diffi-
culty to predict the highest and lowest annual values, presumably due to the weaker seasonal cycles of
PBLH compared to the U10 and T200 (see Figure 3). However, the prediction replicates the overall seasonal
cycles and matches the annual mean simulated PM2.5 levels reasonably well. Note that the primary focus of
this study is not to capture monthly peak values of simulated PM2.5 levels but to quantify the possibility of a
“less polluted” future (in a multiyear average sense) if the changing meteorology is the only factor in play.
The mean biases are also negligible (~0.1 μg/m3, less than 0.1%). The consistency for Historical Period simu-
lation indicates the statistical model of PM2.5 can be reliably used in projecting the future changes (see in
Figure 5 right panels).

For all three cities and IGP, meteorology‐driven PM2.5 change is a decrease of 2%–7% in the future (even
including Delhi where the local PBLH is expected to decrease, which should contribute to PM2.5 increase
by itself). Also, under the warmer RCP8.5 scenario, PM2.5 level is projected to be lower than RCP6.0 case
(by 5%). This is expected as RCP8.5 has a larger increase in all three meteorological variables (Table 3).

The contributions toward a projected “cleaner future” are different from individual variables. T200 has the
largest contribution (~49%) toward a projected lower PM2.5 level, while PBLH has the smallest contribution
(<10%). Since T200 increase in future (evident in Figure 6) is the largest contributor to the PM2.5 reduction, it
is interesting to test the sensitivity of our results to the inclusion of T200. First, the performance of HWII is
not sensitive to inclusion of T200. When dropping the T200, the HWII and PM2.5 correlation has small var-
iations. For example, the IGP has the correlation coefficient of −0.63 (Table 1) for Historical period with the
inclusion of T200, and this value slightly weakens to −0.62 when T200 is taken out of the equation and the
Historical Period correlation changes from −0.71 to −0.72 in Kolkata. Though the variations are small,
including T200 in the predictive model, however, it can help improve the quantitative prediction of PM2.5

level. For example, Mumbai in Figure 5 has an RMSE of 13.7 μg/m3 when T200 is included and a RMSE
of 14.5 μg/m3 after removing T200. Second, even after removing T200 from the regression‐based predictive
model, the other two meteorological factors still predict a decrease in pollution level but to a less extent. In
Delhi, the predicted PM2.5 under RCP8.5 is 142 μg/m3 (a drop of 3% from Historical Period) without inclu-
sion of T200, compared to a larger decrease of 6% (139 μg/m3) when including T200 as a predictor. While the
exact mechanism of the relationship between T200 and surface PM2.5 is not clear at this time, it appears to
change PM2.5 predictions considerably.

4. Discussions

In contrast to the predicted decrease, PM2.5 levels in the direct model outputs increase by 8%–24% in two
future scenarios (dash lines in Figure 5, consistent with Figure 2), which is opposite to the decrease of 2%

to 7% (vary by regions and RCPs) expected due to meteorological change
alone (averaged across the three cities and IGP under the two future sce-
narios). This suggests the influence of climate change is offset by changes
in emissions. Indeed, Figure 1 shows the emission fluxes within all three
cities would increase in the future (by 11% to 31% in RCP6.0 and RCP8.5,
respectively), overwhelming the meteorology effect. Therefore, despite
that India will have more favorable meteorological conditions for pollu-
tion dispersion in the future, enhanced emissions will lead to the rise in
PM2.5 levels.

Table 3
U10, T200, and PBLH in the Historical Period and the Changes From Historical Period in the Future Under Two RCP Scenarios

Historical Period Change under RCP6.0 Change under RCP8.5

U10 (m/s) 2.4 +0.3 +0.5
T200 (°K) 222.8 +1.6 +2.5
PBLH (m) (Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai, IGP) 584, 473, 554, 555 −32, +18, +18, +1 −36, +17, −4, +11

Table 4
Linear Regression Coefficients in the Predictive Model for PM2.5 for Three
Cities and IGP

a1, a2, a3 b1, b2, b3

Delhi −4.8, −9.7, −0.083 158.4, 2316.8, 195.8
Kolkata −6.2, −13.3, −0.20 143.0, 3087.4, 222.5
Mumbai −3.3, −8.0, −0.096 102.8, 1883.1, 148.4
IGP −1.9, −3.9, −0.036 85.2, 925.6, 80.6
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In addition to total mass concentration of PM2.5, we also studied the chemical components of PM2.5 and their
ties to meteorology. We examined the simulated species of Cl, nitrate (NO3), other inorganic particles (OIN;
e.g., dust), sulfate (SO4), ammonium (NH4), BC, and OC. All cities and IGP witness positive correlations of
HWII (Figure 7) with Cl, not surprisingly, because Cl mainly comes from the marine source (i.e., sea salt).
However, Delhi has a much lower HWII‐Cl correlation than the other two cities/IGP, presumably due to
its longer distance from the ocean.

In Delhi, HWII‐OIN correlation is weakly positive. This is potentially due to a small amount of dust load
brought by the wind streams during the wet seasons while passing through Thar Desert. The other three

Figure 6. Climatology of three predictive meteorological variables and HWII over three cities and IGP region. Blue curves
are for Historical Period, and red curves are for RCP8.5. Horizontal axis is for the day in the year. U10 and T200 are the
same for all regions (shown in first row). PBLH and HWII for each region are shown in left and right columns,
respectively.
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regions have large negative HWII‐OIN correlation because the only factor at play is the dispersion due to
wind. In contrast, Delhi is along the Thar Desert transport pathway during the monsoon season
(Figure 4), with the enhanced dust emission offsetting the stronger horizontal dispersion.

Among all negatively correlated species, the responses to HWII vary significantly from weakest correlations
~−0.48 (nitrate for the Historical Period) to strongest correlations ~−0.8 (BC and OC). BC and OC have
higher meteorological dependency than nitrate and sulfate, potentially because BC and OC are directly
emitted, while nitrate and sulfate are secondary aerosols.

IGP has particularly low correlations between HWII and SO4 (less than |0.1|). While the exact explanation is
unclear, possible reasons could include sulfate dispersion from the region. In addition, since SO4 is mostly a
secondary aerosol, dispersion of its precursors could reduce the HWII‐SO4 correlation. Note that the model
simulations did not include aqueous‐phase production of sulfate. The much lower correlation for IGP com-
pared to three major cities may be attributed to the availability of local precursors. For example, urban areas
where the automobiles and power plants prevail are prone to emission of SO2. IGP as a whole, however, con-
sists not only urban cities but also rural regions where SO2 sources are less abundant.

One may question that a single realization of 8 to 9 years might not provide a robust estimate of climate
change. A single simulation for Historical Period might be acceptable, because it is highly constrained by

Figure 7. Correlations between HWII and various chemical species chloride (Cl‐), nitrate (NO3), other inorganic particles (OIN; e.g., dust), sulfate (SO4), ammo-
nium (NH4), black carbon (BC), and organic carbon (OC) in the simulations over three cities and IGP for Historical Period and two future scenarios.
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observedmeteorology (using ERA‐interim as the benchmark for bias correction) and thus represents the real
meteorology as observed during those 8 years. In contrast, a single realization of future simulation is subject
to the influence of natural variability. However, we have high confidence that the general changes as
projected by the model here are robust for the following reasons:

1. The meteorological boundary conditions are provided by multiple runs from a global climate model
(CESM1) that participated in the CMIP5 model intercomparison project, with the bias correction also
applied. Thus, the future (2046–2054) simulation has effectively accounted for the decadal fluctuation
of the climate system.

2. In terms of the magnitude of climate change, CESM1 is known to have a medium climate sensitivity, and
the projected global change is within the range provided by many other models. Indeed, we note that the

projected increases in U10 and T200 agree with other studies in this
region (Ogata et al., 2014). For example, CMIP5 models projected a
strengthened Indian monsoon wind field (Sharmila et al., 2015) and
rising temperature in the upper troposphere in the future (Mitchell
et al., 2013).

Aside from the year‐round results presented above, we also tested the
effectiveness of HWII during the transitional period. Transitional periods
are defined as monthly PM2.5 levels increase from pristine (lowest PM2.5

levels) to polluted regime (maximum PM2.5 levels; Figure 8). When using
data within those transitional months only, HWII tends to have higher
correlations for all three cities (Table 5), except for IGP, where HWII‐
PM2.5 correlation is comparable with year‐round results (−0.63). We also
conduct sensitivity test for Delhi with different transitional periods. In the
model simulation, the transitional period is from June to November for
Delhi. In contrast, the observed transitional period is from August to
December (Kumar et al., 2018). When considering the June–November
case, the correlation of HWII using a different transitional period is smal-
ler, but the results are still robust (Table 5).

Figure 8. Climatological monthly PM2.5 levels in three cities and IGP for Historical Period. The transitional months
(region dependent) are shown in solid dots, which are defined as the monthly PM2.5 levels increasing from lowest to
highest levels (June–November for Delhi, May–December for Kolkata, August–October for Mumbai, and August–
November for IGP). Error bars are showing one standard deviation due to day‐to‐day variability.

Table 5
Temporal Correlations With 95% Confidence Interval Between HWII and
PM2.5 in Three Cities and IGP for Historical Period but Using the Data
Within Transitional Periods Only

Correlations between HWII
(U10, T200, PBLH) and PM2.5

Delhi (June–November) −0.69 [−0.71, −0.66] (−0.63, −0.58, −0.63)
Delhi (August–December) −0.57 [−0.61, −0.54] (−0.52, −0.42, −0.63)
Kolkata (May–December) −0.74 [−0.76, −0.72] (−0.63, −0.60, −0.66)
Mumbai (August–October) −0.71 [−0.74, −0.67] (−0.54, −0.55, −0.63)
IGP (August–November) −0.63 [−0.66, −0.61] (−0.64, −0.54, −0.58)
IGP (high‐res)
(August–November)

−0.72 [−0.75, −0.70] (−0.70, −0.61, −0.68)

Note. The values in the brackets indicate the lower and upper bound of
confidence interval. The Delhi is shown for two transitional period cases,
as a sensitivity test. The bottom row shows the results when the high‐
resolution model output over IGP during the dry season is used. Values
in the parenthesis are correlations between PM2.5 and individual U10,
T200, and PBLH.
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5. Concluding Remarks

The HWII consisting of U10, T200, and PBLH is developed to investigate the connections between meteor-
ology and PM2.5 levels in urban environments and IGP of India. We demonstrated that HWII is capable of
depicting the day‐to‐day and season‐to‐season pollution level in major northern Indian cities. HWII, which
combines the variability of three variables, generally has a better predictive skill than individual variables.
The high correlation of PM2.5 with HWII enables us to statistically predict PM2.5 levels using a multivariate
linear regression model and also to apply such a regression model to estimate future changes in PM2.5 due to
meteorological shifts alone.

We find that under the two warming scenarios (RCP6.0 and RCP8.5) in Decade 2050, the three meteorolo-
gical variables generally tend to increase leading to a more favorable environment for pollution dispersion.
Our results over India are opposite to recent studies over other parts of the world, e.g., Cai et al. (2017) for
Beijing and Chen et al. (2019) for eastern China. It implies a careful examination at a regional level is neces-
sary before simply attributing past and future global warming as a source of degraded air quality.

Meanwhile, PM2.5 levels are projected in our chemistry‐climate model to rise in all three cities with RCP8.5
as the worst case. The overall increase in PM2.5 can be attributed to the emissions locally in all three cities
that are projected to rise in the future. Accordingly, we conclude that air quality in northern Indian metro-
politan areas will greatly benefit from stricter emission regulations. Future studies using global or regional
chemistry transport models are needed to more rigorously separate the relative influence of emission and
meteorology (and the individual mechanisms for the latter) by conducting further simulations such as those
with fixed emission and oxidants levels and/or fixed meteorological conditions.
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